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"here is the deepest secret nobody knows

(here is the root of the root and the bud
of the bud and the sky of the sky of a tree
called life;which grows higher than the

soul can hope or mind can hide)

and this is the wonder 
that's keeping the stars apart-

I carry your heart 
(i carry it in my heart)”

 
~ e.e. Cummings
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Welcome to the Womb Wisdom Path
Of Sacred Soulmate Union

Your desire for soulmate union is deeply sacred. This longing for loving, nourishing,

honest soulmate love is more than just a wish      - it is the very reflection of the fact that we

are meant to be in union with another.       Womb Wisdom teachings are different from

other spiritual practices because it tells us that loving soulmate relationships not only

make our heart blossom, but also have the power to heal us and the entire world around us. 

      Your desire for a true soulmate is a calling to stand fully naked, to be seen in your real,

primal, beautiful self.         A profoundly nourishing sacred union takes place when men

and women dissolve their armor,         weaving both into a loving life that is filled with

enchantment through the dance of feminine and masculine.    

In the ancestral Mystery Schools, it was known that the higher pathways of sacred

marriage opened a magnificent door to union with oneself and with a beloved. 

Men and women were called on this journey that initiated them into the depths of

their heart and their most aligned calling in life. Our ancestors knew that sexual energy

could be directed in a divine way that brought us closer to the divine and the Great Mother

energy.

As the twin flames of a man and woman merged in union, beautiful inner gateways

opened, leading both into a blissful ecstatic state of connection where the boundaries of

the small self dissolved. 

In gifting each other intimacy, love and support, they activated their divine work and

highest contribution in life, lighting up their soul on this journey of joyful union. 

This same journey is available to you today, allowing you to create union on the inner

and call in your beloved in the physical. Your soulmate in this life is looking for you as

much as you are looking for your him. The practices in this book will help you align and

trust that this love is on the way for you, and that it can be yours.
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"The minute I heard my first love story,I started
looking for you, not knowing how blind that

was. Lovers don’t finally meet somewhere.
They’re in each other all along."

~ Rumi
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Coming into your body sensations and allowing yourself to feel the love inherent in

sensual, sexual feelings is the first key to opening up to the alchemy of the body-

opening the doorway for love to find you.

Come to lie down with your knees bent and feet hip-width on the floor.

Begin to feel your vaginal canal. You can place a finger just at the opening and then feel the

rest of the canal extending up into your pelvis.   See the canal as divided into 3 parts: a lower,

middle, and upper part.  

Continue breathing normally without holding the breath and send the instruction to your body

to engage the lower part of the canal only.

The first times, it is likely that you are engaging many other muscles, but just sending the

instruction begins the process of  sensitization. Do this 6 times.   Then move on to the middle

part and upper part of the canal.  

Once done with all three parts, continue breathing normally and then imagine engaging them

one part after another in a fluid motion: first, second and third part engaging, keeping this

sensation for a few seconds and then relaxing.  

As you do this, imagine energy being pulled all the way from your clitoris, to your g-spot and

your cervix, and feel into this energy.  

On the relaxation of all three parts, see the energy moving down the yoni canal  and

blossoming at the bottom of the pelvis, imagining a radiant flower opening its petals.  Repeat

this as many times as you wish and notice what you feel.

After you have finished, see yourself wrapped in a golden-rose light that bathes your body

from the inside out. See it emeanting from your body, and connecting to the sensations of

pleasure in your yoni and pelvis. Imagine how this light activates the signal of your body for

sensuality that is based in pure, radiant soulmate love.

Music recommendation for this ritual:

Peruquois, Come My Love

 

1st Key: Sensual Embodiment
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“As if you were on fire from within.
The moon lives in the lining of your skin.”

~ Pablo Neruda
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Learning to release and forgive past heartache helps us release patterns that are blocking

soulmate love to enter our lives. This is a vital step in changing your heart's signal to one

that is truly open to new love.

Set up a space where you feel comfortable practicing a releasing ritual. Gather 4 things that

represent the 4 elements- a little bit of earth, a candle, a bowl of water and incense to

represent air. Place these elements in a cross- one in front of you, one behind, one to the left,

one to the right.

 

Take a sheet of paper and write what you wish to let go of, who it is that hurt you in the past,

why you felt hurt, and how lonely and disappointed you felt. Let it all flow out onto the paper. 

 

Continue breathing normally, taking deep in and out breaths as you do this, allowing your

body to process all these emotions. 

Once you are finished writing all of it down, close the writing by stating "I am open and

willing to forgive ..." and add all the people, situations, and emotions that you feel need the

healing balm of forgiveness. 

Turn to the earth, and ask for the soil to absorb any heavy energies, trusting they will be

transmuted. Then turn the water, and ask it to renew your capacity to feel deep, joyous

emotions of love. Face the air, and ask it to renew your inner visions of what your love life

can look like, to open your imagination to the most radiant soulmate relationship

Face the fire, and ask it to burn away the past. Commit your paper to the fire, and watch it

burn, disappear and dissolve.  

 

Stay comfortable and gentle with yourself, drinking lots of water and knowing that a big

release has taken place.

Music recommendation for this ritual:

I Release Control, Alexa Sunshine Rose

2nd Key: Releasing the past
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“I love your feet only because they
walked upon the earth and upon

the wind and upon the waters, until
they found me.” 

~ Pablo Neruda
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Once you have activated your body's pleasure signal for love and ask to let go of old hurts,

you are ready to send a soul call to your beloved. This connects you two in the energetic

realm and creates a bond that will guide you to meet in the physical.

Light a candle and incense of your choice.

Lie down on the floor in a comfortable position with your hands gently on your womb.

Begin breathing consciously and pay attention to the rhythm of your breath. 

Don’t force your breath into a specific rhythm. 

Send your inhales to your entire womb space, like spiral of light swirling in, and on the

exhale, see any burdens releasing as grey matter into the floor. Stay here about 3 minutes.

Allow your imagination to open, starting to perceive your inner visions and feelings.

Begin to open yourself to a vision where you are already with your soulmate. 

Where do you see yourself? Are you in romantic restaurant, by the beach, or in an enchanted

city? What does it feel like to be seen by your beloved, and to see them looking back at you?

Begin to imagine what you would be wearing, and how you would relate to each other. Are

you holding hands? Giving each other a kiss?

Continue journeying with your imagination, allowing it to open and expand playfully.

Imagine you and your beloved connected, heart to heart, in the energetic realm. Ask to open

to full trust that this connection will lead you together in the physical.

Music recommendation for this ritual:

Kiss of a Rose, Deuter

The 3rd Key: Sending out a Soul Call
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“Your task is not to seek for love, but
merely to seek and find all the barriers

within yourself that you have built
against it.”  

~ Rumi
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I open myself to the Great Womb Awakening,

My heart expands into Love's radiant unfolding,

I vow to return to the pulse of Sacred Union,

To honor the beat within me that yearns to merge,

within myself and with the heart of another,

 Anchoring the true Divine Feminine frequency of Love on our Earth,

I vow to leave no darkness unseen, no shadow without healing,

I am a pilgrim on the Path of Love,

 My return to my womb's wisdom & yearning for union heals the Earth

 and brings healing balm into the darkest of places,

I leave my heart unguarded, in its full radiance,  

I embrace all my sensations; nothing is left behind,

My surrender to the divine dance of union is my power,

I celebrate my sexuality as a gift of life itself, primal and free,

I long to merge into union within myself and another,

I abandon myself to Sacred Relationship,

Merging my Womb with the Womb of Gaia,

I vow to return to her exquisite sensuality,

My life is part of a Great Womb Weaving

I offer all to this Awakening,

Calling the Guardian Spirits 

of the Pristine Land from where we came,

Beloved Great Mother, bear witness to my prayer.

Sacred Union Vow And Prayer
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Sanja is a transformation facilitator, wisdom keeper of the womb, artist and creative

entrepreneur. Throughout her work, she holds healing space that is generous, loving and

profoundly shamanic. She crafts enchanted, art-infused offerings that naturally draw us into our

magical inner world, unearthing hidden gems, clearing old patterns and revealing our true

radiance. This work accompanies us into full-body connection with our physical self, our unique

gifts and the unfolding of our heart's  desires. 

Her sessions and retreats reflect her own path as a dedicated student and practitioner of

transformation practices over the past decade, studying Sound Healing, Womb Shamanism,

Dream Time Shamanic Journeying, Female Pelvic Anatomy as well as Visionary

Entrepreneurship & Creativity.  She regularly shares her work across Europe and some of the

most stunning well-being and healing centers in Bali. As co-founder of the European hub of the

Anatomy of Movement method®, she focuses on grounding the Womb Practices in solid

anatomy and knowledge of the body. Through Embodied Healing Arts, she guides women to

discover the most alchemical parts of themselves, all while creating practical, embodied

blueprints for a blossoming life.

~::~About The Author~::~
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~Join the Great Womb Awakening~
Follow us on instagram @embodiedwombarts

http://instagram.com/embodiedwombarts/
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